Since the principle of the present method relies on the mathematical moment relations of chaotic fields [Eq. (2)], it would work, regardless of physical properties of diffuser (i.e. thickness, degree of scattering, absorption) or the size of transmission matrix (TM) do not matter unless below two conditions are violated:
Supplementary Figure 2 | Mean number of iteration as a function of M to N ratio (  ) and SNR.
The total number of iterations decreases as  increases. However, because large  requires a large transmission matrix for a given N, the computation time for each iteration would proportionally increase. 

This is the reason why the 'diffusive' layer is necessarily required. In the case of an optical lens, for example, an output light field is well-ordered that does not satisfy the condition 1 as well as Eq. (2), unless the input field is already randomized. In the case of a diffuser, in contrary, condition 1 can be satisfied unless the input field is intentionally well shaped to make the output field be ordered. This condition is essential to retrieve a unique and exact solution, i.e. a correct optical field image of a sample. This assumption of orthogonality has been accepted for transport through a diffusive layer 1, 2, 3
We note that regarding the condition 2, there exist (very few) correlated elements in a TM 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 . Nonetheless, even in such a situation, our method is still valid and can be successfully implemented by simply changing the basis of interest. Once the transmission matrix is calibrated, we can freely transform the basis. Then, the unwanted correlation elements can be filtered out by simply selecting the eigenvectors (or left-singular vectors) 12 , , , , 
In summary, as the ratio M/N increases, the intrinsic noise from the second term of Eq. (3) diminishes. Since M can be easily increased, for example, by enlarging the camera pixel number, M/N can be increased, and thus the signal-to-noise ratio of this method, which would be beneficial for practical applications.
[Supplementary Methods]
Detailed implementations of the proposed method.
In this section, the detailed experimental procedure is explained with a flow chart. The following diagram introduces the notation of our flowchart:
We employed the expressions in MATLAB ® for the notation of element-wise multiplication (.*) and division (./), to represent pseudo algorithms for the procedure. First, use the retrieved field as an initial guess.
Using the transmission matrix, transform the into Again, using the inverse of transmission matrix, transform into the iteration stops when the converges.
